RELAY TEAM WINS FROM DARTMOUTH
Tech Gains Lead In Last Lap After Exciting Race—B. A. A. Notes

Technology won the relay race with Dartmouth at the B. A. A. Saturday night. The time was 3 minutes 11.8 seconds. The run was directly contended every foot of the way, and the result was decided before the last man had finished.

Sherman of Dartmouth ran against White of Tech, and he quickly jumped into the lead and took the pole from White. The latter tried hard to regain his lost position, but the exact Dartmouth man finished four yards ahead of him.

Lockett showed unexpected speed and with some brilliant headwork and plenty of grit slowly crept up on the Harvard man. With two seconds left, both men ran side by side. Lockett finished three yards ahead of Smith.

Mills for Technology and Baxter of Dartmouth took up the running. Mills ran smoothly for two laps, then weakened, and by the first lap both men ran side by side. Lockett took over the running. The finish was not doubted until the last man had finished. The run was fiercely contested as Dartmouth finished against Salisbury. There would have been a close contest.

The course in Hertz Waves and Wireless Telegraphy starts next Tuesday. It consists of a series of lectures conducted by Prof. Cross, which are to be held in the B. C. A. The course is divided into three parts: second, third, and fourth year men; the work is elective, and there is no examination. The lectures start a little earlier than they did last year, because Prof. Cross wishes to have plenty of time to cover the subject.

The object of the course is to give students practical knowledge of wireless telegraphy. Prof. Cross will not go into any of the details of the manufacture of wireless apparatus, but will demonstrate fully the operation and principles of the apparatus. The lectures will begin with the working and explanation of the apparatus which transmits the waves in the air, and will follow this with the reception of waves at an apparatus in wireless telegraphy. The history of wireless telegraphy will be traced to a clear understanding of the reasons for development and improvements of the apparatus, and this history will be taken up, although not at very great length. There will be a thorough demonstration of the apparatus in the lectures, and this alone should serve to make the students understand wireless telegraphy.

All men who are at all interested in wireless telegraphy should grasp this chance to learn its principles, and those men taking the electrical course should follow these lectures because it pertains directly to the subject they are studying. The course has been planned and sponsored by the Institute for two years past, and will continue to the end of the year.

THE ARENA

Dartmouth had a good team, but Tech had a better one. Sherman, who ran first for Dartmouth should have run against Salisbury. This would have been a close contest.

Carl Grum, T. M. T. 1899, did fast work in the 30-yard dash. He lagged in the relay race, but finished in the second lap and made it the first lap.

Williams defeated Tufts in basketball Saturday by the score of 28 to 12. Tech was beaten by Tufts 18 to 10. Compare and contrast is coming out in the Williams games.

Harvard was more fortunate than Tech last year. Both Cornell and the Yale freshmen won their respective relay races with the Harvard teams last year. The Yale vs. Harvard race did not bring a victory for the Yale freshmen in three victorious teas in the R. A. C. meet, winning the three races against the Yale freshmen and the Yale varsity.

Tuesday comes the trials for the two-mile relay which runs against Tufts in the Lawrence Light Guard meet at Mid for Saturday.

PROVINCIAL CHORUS AND STARS PICKED
Candiates For Ass't. Publicity Manager To Meet Today—Show News

There were plenty of "fair chorus girls" out for the chorus of "The Queen of the Cannibal Isles" on Saturday afternoon. Over one hundred men were present, and the chorus of men were in previous shows. Now that the chorus girls are in proper condition, everything is in readiness to start Tech to work, as fast as the leads.

The way the fellows have responded to the call for candidates was very gratifying to the stage manager and South Francis. The following provisional cast and stars from the final cast will be chosen, as follows:

There are 19 principal parts in this show:

Henry Schick, a millionnaire from Detroit; C. C. C. Dale, the generous donor; Roberta Schick, his daughter, the star of the show; Henry L. Bennett, her husband; Henriette Dean, her aunt, a widow;

Blufin Jones, a news correspondent from Boston, W. M. Schmid, a well-known English translator and editor; Er. Atwater, a representative of the Lawrence Light Guard; L. O. Gordon, of the U. S. Navy, J. C. Sallidge.

Lilimbahoka, Queen of the Cannibal Isles, M. E. Freer;

Harold Harding, her chief adviser, D. P. Fornament.

Dale Cohn, Captain of the Royal Guard, H. E. Kebbon.

King Slangkoh, his son, in love with Liliokazooka, Queen of the Cannibal Isles.

Coye Coocha, a neighboring monk, R. Atwater.

Bright Eyes, the Royal Chef, P. A. Symonds.

King Coco Cola, a neighboring monarch, G. A. Cahill.

Liliokazooka, Queen of the Cannibal Isles, R. M. Lowe.

Katimaroi, D. Bent.

Bright Eyes, the Royal Chef, C. F. Keller.

Arthur, a neighboring foreigner, R. M. Lowe.

Liliokazooka, Queen of the Cannibl Isles, C. P. Kean.

Pittsburg, C. F. Doble.

Liliokazooka, Queen of the Cannibal Isles, J. G. A. Cahill; A. W. Carpenter; A. C. D. Kemp.
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